
Photocaching 2016 
Part 2 – City Streets 
 

QR Codes for waypoints 7-12 

Use a QR scanning tool like QR Droid that will 

interpret these codes as Geo-locations that 

usually tie into Google Maps, so with your 

phone's GPS turned on, navigate to these 

points. 

In GeoCaching, semi-cryptic clues are offered to 

help you determine if you are in the right place. 

Depending on how you navigate the streets, 

you may see different sights than others. 

  

PC-07 

Location: 49.28933099, -123.1218 

Clue: The back end view of somewhere you've 

already been. Hop across the street for a 

coffee? 

 

This is a challenge spot – no clear outstanding 

subject. What will you find? 

PC-08 

Location: 49.28650403, -123.125832 

Clue: In rivers, the water that you touch is 

the last of what has passed and the first of 

that which comes; so with present time. – 

Da Vinci 

 

On the way to this waypoint, you may pass a structure 

totally out of keeping with the surrounding buildings. The 

glass display is NOT your intended stop.  

PC-09 

Location: 49.28597597 -123.126783 

Clue: Feeling hungry? How about a nice 

burrito? 

 

This is not a "stop" – this is the beginning of 

a "photos on the run" leg. Shoot the street 

from here to PC-10. 

  

PC-10 

Location: 49.28261499, -123.120804 

Clue: The Eagle has landed. 

 

This is the end of this "photos on the run" 

leg. Take a few minutes to shoot this 

location, and then proceed to PC-11 to start 

another run. 

PC-11 

Location: 49.28275002, -123.117966 

Clue: Buskers, tourists, and panhandlers 

abound on this street. 

 

This is the start of another "photos on the run" 

leg, proceed to PC-12. Happy shooting, it may 

be more challenging than the last leg – maybe 

you'll get lucky with busker performances? 

What about the architecture around you? 

PC-12 

Location: 49.28544397, -123.114156 

Clue: Look up and Sinclair will give you the 

time. 

 

This is the end of this second "photos on the 

run" leg. Proceed to PC-13.  

PC-13 

Location: 49.28754699, -123.114773 

Clue: You started on something round. You 

should end on something round. (and wet!) 

 

That's it, you're done! Wait for others if you 

want to socialize after. Watch for Pokemon-Go 

gatherings (30+ people all with their eyes glued 

to their screens?!) There are often many of 

those in the streets around you. 


